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Abstrat. We develop anonial perturbation theory for a physially interesting lassof in�nite dimensional systems. We prove stability up to exponentially large times fordynamial situations haraterized by a �nite number of frequenies. An appliation totwo model problems is also made. For an arbitrarily large FPU{like system with alternatelight and heavy masses we prove that the exhange of energy between the optial and theaoustial modes is frozen up to exponentially large times, provided the total energy is smallenough. For an in�nite hain of weakly oupled rotators we prove exponential stability fortwo kinds of initial data: (a) states with a �nite number of exited rotators, and (b) stateswith the left part of the hain uniformly exited and the right part at rest.
1. IntrodutionThe problem of stability in near to integrable Hamiltonian systems has been reentlyinvestigated by several authors, in the light of both the KAM and the Nekhoroshev theorem.The theory is now quite well developed for systems with a �nite number of degrees of freedom.For in�nite systems only few results have been obtained, mainly in onnetion with KAMtheory [1{6℄ (see also [7℄), while the extension of Nekhoroshev{like results has been lessonsidered [8, 9℄ (see also [10℄). The aim of the present paper is to extend Nekhoroshevtype results to in�nite systems, the unperturbed motion of whih has only a �nite numberof frequenies. The possibility of a omplete extension of Nekhoroshev theorem to in�nitesystems is still an open problem.We prove a general theorem that we apply to two well known models, whih have beenextensively investigated and have some physial interest. The �rst one is a modi�ation ofthe standard Fermi{Pasta{Ulam system; preisely, we onsider, as in the FPU system, a onedimensional hain of point masses interating through nonlinear springs, but with alternate* to be published in Jour. Stat. Phys. 71



2 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgillilight and heavy masses. The seond model is a system of weakly oupled rotators [11, 12,2, 13, 14, 1℄.The modi�ed FPU model has been numerially investigated in [15℄. The spetrumof the system splits into two well separated branhes, usually alled the aoustial one(low frequenies) and the optial one (high frequenies). The separation between the twobranhes inreases with the ratio m2=m1, of the heavy to the light masses; orrespondingly,the whole system an be onsidered as omposed of two separate subsystems with a smalloupling provided by the nonlinearity of the springs. The relevant phenomenon observedin the paper quoted above is the following: if one starts with some energy onentrated inthe aousti branh, then only a small amount of energy ows to the optial modes, up toa time exponentially inreasing with the ratio of the frequenies. For a �nite number n ofdegrees of freedom, suh a result ould be expeted on the basis of a theorem proved in[16℄, but there remained the problem that the analytial estimates of the onstants of thattheorem do not guarantee that the phenomenon persists when n!1. On the other hand,the numerial omputations suggest that the phenomenon might be independent of n, whenthe spei� energy is �xed. In the present paper we prove that the phenomenon persistsin the limit n ! 1, but with the restrition that the total (and not the spei�) energybe �xed. In our opinion, the gap between the numerial indiation (�xed spei� energy)and the present theorem (�xed total energy) an hardly be �lled up on a purely dynamialbasis, but requires perhaps the use of statistial argument: we shall ome bak to this pointlater. We point out that our approah di�ers from Nekhoroshev's one in that we do nottry to prove that the single ation variables of the system are frozen: suh a result wouldbe impossible, due to the fat that the optial modes form an almost ompletely resonantsystem. Instead, we only bound the exhange of energy between the two subsystems of theoptial and of the aoustial modes.Conerning the system of rotators, we onsider a hain with a long range interation. Weprove that the theorem of Nekhoroshev, ensuring the freezing of the ation of eah rotator,an be extended to an in�nite hain provided one onsiders the partiular lass of initialonditions whih orrespond to the so alled loalized states. Preisely, we onsider initialonditions lose to a state in whih only a �nite number of rotators have a non{vanishingation, and prove that suh states are stable up to times whih inrease exponentially witha power of the inverse of the size of the perturbation.As a matter of fat, we dedue all these results from a general formulation of a Nekhoro-shev like theory for in�nite systems, whih, by the way is ompletely oordinate independent.Let us explain in a few words the key points of our theory. In extending a Nekhoroshev{type theory to in�nite systems one has usually to takle two main diÆulties: on the onehand, one has to build up algebrai and analytial tools, like funtion spaes, norms and soon, whih are needed to produe estimates; on the other hand, one is onfronted with thediÆulty due to the presene of an in�nite number of frequenies.We solve the �rst problem by introduing an abstrat sheme whih allows us to developa normal form theory for Hamiltonians de�ned on a generi Banah spae, obtaining inpartiular estimates independent of the dimension of the spae.The diÆulty onneted with the in�nite number of frequenies is instead muh harder,beause the usual diophantine estimates ontain a very strong dependene on the dimension



Exponential Stability... 3of the spae. In [1℄ this diÆulty was overome by assuming a strong deay of the inter-ations, whih allowed a weaker formulation of the diophantine onditions. Here, instead,we restrit our attention to partiular states of the system, roughly haraterized by thefat that only a �nite number of frequenies is atually relevant. More preisely, the generalabstrat theorem we prove is onerned only with the neighbourhood of a periodi orbit, sothat we do not need diophantine like onditions at all. This onstitutes the so alled analytipart of Nekhoroshev's theorem and is atually enough for the appliation to the FPU likesystem. The ase of rotators requires also the so alled geometri part of Nekhoroshev the-orem. Here, we exploit the idea of Lohak [17℄ that, in �nite dimensions, all the frequeniesare lose, in some sense, to a omplete resonane. In the ase of an in�nite system this is nomore true in a global sense, but holds for any state in whih all rotators but a �nite numberare initially at rest; thus, Nekhoroshev's result an be extended to a suitable neighbourhoodof suh loalized states.The paper is organized as follows. In set. 2 we reall the FPU{type model and formulateour result for suh a system. In set. 3 we do the same for the model of rotators. In set. 4we state our general results in abstrat form. Set. 5 ontains the proof of the abstrattheorems. Set. 6 ontains the proof of the result on the FPU{type model, deduing it fromthe abstrat theory. Set. 7 ontains the proof of the analyti part of the theorem for thesystem of rotators. The geometri part for the same model has been isolated in set. 8,beause it is given in general form, essentially independent of the spei� model onsideredhere.Aknowledgments. During the preparation of this paper we had several disussions withG. Benettin and F. Fass�o. Their omments and suggestions were illuminating. We alsothank L. Galgani for his onstant enouragement and his stimulating remarks.
2. Freezing of High Frequenies in a FPU{Type Model.We onsider a one dimensional hain of an even number of partiles interating throughanharmoni springs; the ends of the hain are �xed. The Hamiltonian of the system isH(y; x) = nXj=1 y2j2mj + n+1Xj=1 12k � (xj � xj�1)2 + n+1Xj=1 '(xj � xj�1) ; (2:1)where yj ; xj are onjugate variables representing respetively the momentum and the posi-tion of the partiles, ' : IR ! IR is an analyti funtion with '(0) = '0(0) = '00(0) = 0(primes denote di�erentiation), k is a positive onstant, and mj are the masses of the parti-les. The ondition of �xed ends is x0 = xn+1 = 0. As a variant to the original FPU model,we onsider the ase in whih the masses of the partiles are alternate and very di�erent:mj = mj+2 ; m1m2 � 1 :



4 D. Bambusi, A. GiorgilliIt is well known that this leads to a frequeny spetrum (of the linear part of the system),with two disjoint branhes. In fat, the spetrum is given by(!�l )2 := km1 +m2 �pm21 +m22 + 2m1m2 os 2�lm1m2 ; (2:2)where �l := �ln+ 1 ; 1 � l � n=2 : (2:3)Here and below, we use upper indies � and + to denote quantities referring to theaoustial and the optial branh respetively. Thus, we have a set of low frequenies!� = (!�1 ; : : : ; !�n=2), ranging from zero to !�max, given by!�max2 = 2 km2 ;and a set of high frequenies !+ = (!+1 ; : : : ; !+n=2) ranging from !+min to !+max given by!+min2 = 2 km1 ; !+max2 = 2k� 1m1 + 1m2� :The relevant fat here is that the ratio !+min=!�max of the highest aousti frequeny to thelowest optial one inreases with the ratio m2=m1, so that it turns out to be very large inase m1 � m2; at the same time, the ratio (!+max � !+min)=!+min goes to zero, so that theoptial branh tends to be ompletely resonant.The �rst step onsists in introduing normal modes for the quadrati part of the hamil-tonian. The oordinate transformation to normal modes is given byxj = n=2Xl=1� 2pn+ 1s 2kj2k �mj!�l 2j j os �lj sin(j�l)[m21 +m22 + 2m1m2 os(2�l)℄1=4 q�l ; (2:4)here, the label� under the sum means that the sum has to be extended to both the aoustialvariables q� and the optial ones q+. The oordinate transformation has to be ompletedto a anonial transformation (p; q) 7! (y; x) in the obvious way. In the new variables Han be written in the formH(p; q) = h�(p�; q�) + h+(p+; q+) +Hpert(q) ;where h�(p�; q�) := n=2Xl=1 12 �p�l 2 + !�l 2q�l 2� (2:5)are the aousti (h�) and the optial (h+) harmoni energies, while Hpert(q) is a ompliatedfuntion of q providing the interation between the two subsystems; the form of this funtionis not essential here.



Exponential Stability... 5We also introdue the mean (quadrati) value of the frequenies of the optial branh,de�ned by !2 := !+max2 + !+min22 = k� 2m1 + 1m2� : (2:6)We point out that, although we have written a Hamiltonian funtion for a system witha �nite number n of degrees of freedom, all the operations performed so far are meaningfulalso in the ase n =1; more details on this limit will be given in the tehnial setion 6.As explained in the introdution, our aim is to bound the exhange of energy betweenthe opti and the aousti branh. The orresponding result is stated in the followingTheorem 2.1. Consider the Cauhy problem for the Hamiltonian system (2.1) withinitial data (p0; q0). Assume that the funtion ' an be extended to a omplex analytifuntion on a omplex sphere of radius �� around the origin, for some positive ��, and thatthere exists a positive onstant � suh thatj'(x)j � 13�jxj3 ; j'0(x)j � �jxj2 ; 8x 2 C with jxj < �� : (2:7)De�ne the total harmoni energy E0 of the initial datum asE0 := n=2Xl=1� 12 �(p0�l )2 + (!�l )2(q0�l )2� ;and the (dimensionless) parameter � as� := 3327 �k3=2pE0 + 29!�max! ; (2:8)where ! is given by (2.6). If � < 1, and ifr2E0k < �� ; (2:9)then one has the estimate jh+(t)� h+(0)jE0 � � ;with h+ given by (2.5), for all times t withjtj � 1!� exp� 1�� :Let us add a few omments. In plain words, the result is the following: if the totalenergy of the initial datum is small and if the ratio !=!�max is large, then the exhangeof energy between the optial and the aoustial branh is small, ompared to their total



6 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgillienergy, up to a time growing exponentially with the inverse of the perturbation parameter�. Now, as it stands, the result looks meaningless in the thermodynami limit, where oneshould be able to onsider a �xed spei� energy, instead of the total one; furthermore, wepoint out that we annot ontrol the energy of eah mode, either aousti or optial, butonly the exhange of energy between the two subsystems. Conerning the seond point,we remark that both subsystems beome strongly resonant in the limit n ! 1; moreoverthe optial frequenies tend to beome equal for � ! 0. Thus, one annot expet that theharmoni energies of the single modes are onserved, and in partiular the internal sharingof the energy of the optial subsystem annot be bounded: this was put into evidene bynumerial simulations in [15℄. Conerning instead the �rst point, namely whether one hasa similar freezing for �xed spei� energy, the problem is the following: the ontrol of thesharing of energy depends on the maximal energy that an be onentrated on a singlepartile of the system; thus, by dynamial onsiderations one annot exlude, a priori, thatall the available energy an onentrate on a single partile for a long time, so that our resultould hardly be improved. We believe that suh a situation ould possibly be exluded onthe basis of statistial onsiderations.
3. Stability of Loalized States in a System of Weakly Coupled Rotators.We onsider an in�nite hain of weakly oupled idential rotators, and study the stabilityof states in whih only a �nite number of rotators is exited.As a general model we onsider the ase of long range interation among the rotators,as desribed by the HamiltonianH(J; �) :=Xl2Z J2l2I + � Xl;j2Zl6=j 1jl � jj� (1� os(�l � �j)) ; � > 1 (3:1)where J; � are anonially onjugate variables, I is the momentum of inertia of eah rotator,while � is a small parameter with the dimension of an energy.A simpler model, onsidered by many authors, is that of rotators with a �nite rangeinteration, in partiular limited only to �rst neighbours. The Hamiltonian in suh a ase ishR(J; �) :=Xl2Z J2l2I + �Xl2Z(1� os(�l � �l�1)) : (3:2)As said in the introdution, our aim is to prove that, if we onsider initial data with�nite total energy, and with the additional hypothesis that only a �nite number of rotatorshave angular momentum signi�antly di�erent from zero, then suh a situation hanges onlya little, up to times growing exponentially with the inverse of the size of the perturbation.



Exponential Stability... 7To prove our result we need a suitable Hamiltonian framework for our in�nite system.In fat, the two di�erent models require a di�erent framework in what onerns the har-aterization of the phase spae. In partiular, this makes all the tehnial estimates quiteompliated for the long range ase with respet to the �nite range one. In view of this fat,and to avoid unneessary tehnialities, we give a omplete disussion of the �nite rangease. At the end of the setion we also inlude a brief disussion of the long range model.Proving the results for the latter ase is just a matter of applying again the same sheme asfor the �nite range: this just requires more time to work out all the estimates.We give now the de�nitions of the phase spae and of the sympleti form for the �niterange ase.The phase spae P is de�ned asP := `2 ��2 3 (J; �) ; (3:3)where `2 is the spae of square summable sequenes, and �2 is the spae of the sequenes� = f�lg suh that Xl2Z(�l � �l�1)2 <1 :The spae P oinides in fat with the set of states with �nite energy. With this de�nition,the Hamiltonian (3.2) turns out to be analyti on P (see set. 7). If (J; �) 2 P is a point ofthe phase spae, we de�ne its norm byk(J; �)k2P :=Xl2Z jJlj22I + �Xl2Z 12 j�l � �l�1j2 + 2�j�0j2 : (3:4)On the phase spae we de�ne the sympleti form 
 in the natural way, namely by
 �(J; �); (J1; �1)� :=Xl2Z Jl�1l � J1l �l : (3:5)We remark that the sympleti form is not de�ned on the whole P, but only on a subspaeof it. Atually, this is enough for our purposes beause we an extend the usual methods ofHamiltonian mehanis to suh a situation: the details an be found in set. 4.To state our theorem we also need to introdue a quantity whih measures, in a suitablesense, the distane between two states. The problem is that the distane indued by thenorm above is too strong, beause it does not take into aount the fat that the �'s areangles. For instane, k(J; �)k = C means that the di�erenes between nearby angles arebounded; this is learly inompatible with the dynamis, sine at least some (a �nite number)of the angles should be allowed to rotate freely with respet to their neighbours. Indeed,this happens already in the ase � = 0. In order to onsider also these ases, we take asa natural substitute of the norm the energy of the system, namely the funtion hR(J; �)de�ned by (3.2). Remark indeed that the ondition hR(J; �) � C with C > 2� allowsthe di�erene between a �nite number of nearby angles to be arbitrarily large. As a norm



8 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilliindues a distane, our substitute of the norm indues a substitute of the distane, namelythe funtionhR�(J; �)� (J1; �1)� =Xl2Z (Jl � J1l )22I + �Xl2Z �1� os�(�l � �1l )� (�l�1 � �1l�1)�� :Besides the remark above, we stress that although this funtion does not satisfy the formalproperties of a distane, it gives a good haraterization of lose states; indeed, if the valueof the funtion is zero for two given states (J; �) and (J1; �1), then all the orrespondingations oinide.We give now a formal statement of our result.Theorem 3.1. Consider the Cauhy problem for the Hamiltonian system (3.2) in thephase spae (3.3). Considering a �nite set of indies S with ardinality n, take any sequene�J = � �Jl	l2Z with support S, and denote by ~� the maximal frequeny orresponding to �J ,namely ~� := maxl2S � �JlI � ;de�ne also the dimensionless parameter ~� by~� :=r �I~�2 :Then there exist positive onstants �� and C1, depending on n but independent of all theparameters of hR and of all properties of �J , suh that the following holds true: if~� < �� ;then, for all initial data (J0; �0) 2 P lose enough to �J , preisely satisfyinghR �(J0; �0)� ( �J; 0)� � 14n2� ; (3:6)one has that the orresponding solution (J(t); �(t)) exists and remains lose to �J , preiselysatis�es hR �(J(t); �(t))� ( �J; 0)� � C1I~�2~�2=n ;for all times t with jtj � 148e~�pn exp���~� �1=n :Possible values of �� and C1 are�� = 125n33n27n(n�1)=2 ; C1 = 313n :



Exponential Stability... 9We remark that the lass of initial data allowed by (3.6) ontains states with anglesasymptotially well aligned.As outlined in the introdution, we prove this theorem using the rational approximationtehnique introdued by Lohak. Aording to this tehnique, we prove a stability theorem,in Nekhoroshev's sense, for a neighbourhood of a periodi orbit, and then use a numbertheoretial argument to extend the result to the whole phase spae in the ase of a �nitedimensional system, and to suitable neighbourhoods of loalized states in the ase on anin�nite system. The loal result onerning a neighbourhood of a periodi orbit of theunperturbed system is given by the following theorem; its proof is in fat the main stepneeded in order to prove theorem 3.1.Theorem 3.2. Consider the Cauhy problem for the dynamial system with HamiltonianH(J; �) :=Xl2Z !lJl +Xl2Z J2l2I + �Xl2Z(1� os(�l � �l�1)) ; (3:7)assume that ! = f!lgl2Z is ompletely resonant, i.e. there exist � 2 IR and fklgl2 Z 2ZZn f0g suh that !l = kl� ;denote by S� the set S� := fi 2 Z : !i 6= !i�1g ;and assume that its ardinality is �nite and equal to n�. For any initial datum �0 = (J0; �0) 2P, de�ne � := max(2rhR(J0; �0)� ; 12n�) ; (3:8)where hR is again the funtion de�ned in (3.2); de�ne also� := 2533(� + n�)r �I�2 : (3:9)If � < 1 ; (3:10)then, the solution (J(t); �(t)) of the Cauhy problem exists, and one hashR(J(t); �(t)) � �2 �2 (3:11)for all times t satisfying jtj � 112e 1kÆ!k exp� 1�� ;where kÆ!k :=s4j!0j2 + Xj2S� j!j � !j�1j2 :



10 D. Bambusi, A. GiorgilliThe Hamiltonian (3.7) is nothing but (3.2) expanded around the point J = I!. Wepoint out that the theorem overs also ases of in�nite initial energy; for instane, it oversthe ase of a left hain with initial data !l = � for l < 0 interfaed with a right hain withinitial data !l = 0 for l > 0, with nonvanishing spei� energy. The redution to the ase of�nite energy onsidered in theorem 3.1 is due to the appliation of the number theoretialresult referred to above.Before losing this setion, we indiate how to modify the de�nition of the phase spaein order to deal with the long range ase. The whole game is based on the introdutionof a suitable norm, in suh a way that the phase spae is as large as possible, and theHamiltonian (3.1) is analyti. To start with, we onsider only the angle variables, andintrodue the family of funtions hj�jik;�, depending on a positive integer parameter k,hj�jik;� := 0�Xj;l 1jl� jj� j�j � �ljk1A1=k :With this, we introdue the further funtionhj�ji1;� := Supk�2 hj�jik;� :We shall denote by �1;� the set of in�nite sequenes � = f�jgj2Z suh that hj�ji1;� <1.Now we de�ne the phase spae P as the set of the sequenes(J; �) 2 `2 ��1;�equipped with the normk(J; �)k2P :=Xl2Z J2l2I + 12 � hj�ji21;� + 2�j�0j2 :With these de�nitions, theorem 3.1 an be proved, with slightly di�erent numerial on-stants. Similarly, a result of the kind of theorem 3.2, with a restrition to states of �niteenergy, an be proved. In partiular, we are still unable to extend the result to ases ofinitial data with in�nite energy. The proof is essentially the same as in the ase of �niterange; one has just to add the proof that the spae `2 is ontinuously embedded in �1;�.
4. Abstrat Perturbation Theory.In this setion we adapt the usual sympleti formalism for in�nite dimensional spaes,in order to obtain a framework suitable for perturbation theory. Then we develop a pertur-bation sheme leading to a general normal form theorem. Preisely, we shall onentrate on



Exponential Stability... 11three points: i) the extension of the usual methods of Hamiltonian mehanis in order tobe able to handle our model problems; ii) the introdution of suitable domains, whih areneeded for quantitative perturbation theory; iii) the haraterization of the general lass ofHamiltonians we an deal with.Conerning the sympleti spae, we make a onstrution whih di�ers a little fromthe usual ones (as ommon referenes see for example [18, 19℄). In fat, we follow here anapproah that we onsider more suitable for perturbation theory, almost in the same spirit ofthe work of Kuksin [7℄; atually, our sheme is more general: besides our system of rotators,it also allows to deal, e.g., with the wave equation in unbounded domains in IRn.Consider a Banah spae P, and assume we are given a bilinear skew{symmetri form
 on a domain D(
) � P � P. We assume moreover that there exists a linear subspaeC0 � P with the following properties:�) D(
) ontains C0�P, and 
(x; :) is a ontinuous linear funtional on P for all x 2 C0.�) 
 is non degenerate on P � C0, namely, if y 2 P is suh that 
(x; y) = 0 8x 2 C0,then one has y = 0.We shall all (P; C0;
) a sympleti spae. For the funtional 
(x; :) we shall also use thestandard notation of interior produt: x 
 := 
(x; :).We onsider the following norm on C0kxkF := SupkykP=1 j
(x; y)j ;whih is well de�ned by axiom �), and is a norm by virtue of the axiom �); then, we ompleteC0 with respet to this norm, thus obtaining a Banah spae that we shall denote by F .Notie that, by axiom �), 
 an be extended to a ontinuous bilinear funtional on P �F .The usual de�nition of anonial transformation an be generalized to the present ase:a di�erentiable map T : P ! P is said to be anonial in ase i) the di�erential T 0(�)satis�es T 0(�)(P \ F) = P \ F for all � 2 P, and ii) 
(T 0(�)x; T 0(�)y) = 
(x; y) for allx 2 P and all y 2 P \ F .We introdue now the de�nition of sympleti gradient (or Hamiltonian vetor �eld).We shall onsider two di�erent ases, whih over all the situations we shall enounter. Asa �rst ase we onsider a funtion f : P ! IR whih is of lass C1; in this ase we de�ne itssympleti gradient r
f : P ! F by
 �r
f(�); x� = df(�)x ; 8x 2 P ;provided it exists. As a seond ase we onsider a linear funtion g : P � D(g)! IR, andassume that its domain D(g) ontains C0; then we de�ne r
g 2 P [ F as the onstantfuntion satisfying 
 �r
g; x� = g(x); 8x 2 C0;provided it exists. The sympleti gradient of a funtion f at x will also be denoted byXf (x)(� r
f(x)).Finally, we introdue the Poisson braket. We onsider a funtion f 2 C1(P) and afuntion g with the property that r
g exists and satis�es r
g : P ! P; the Poisson braketff; gg (�) is de�ned by ff; gg (�) := f 0(�)r
g(�) ; (4:1)



12 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilliwhere f 0(x) is the di�erential of f at x (we shall use the symbol d only for the operator ofexterior di�erentiation ating on forms). We remark that the de�nition an be applied alsoto the ase f 2 C1(P;S) with S a generi Banah spae; this, beause the Poisson braketis in fat the Lie derivative of f with respet to the Hamiltonian vetor �eld r
g. We shallmake use of this extension.In order to better illustrate our sheme, let us now add a few examples.i) Wave equation on a bounded domain K � IRn. It is well known that this is a Hamil-tonian system with Hamiltonian funtion12 ZK �p(x)2 � u(x)4 u(x)� dnx ;in this ase we put P = L2(K)�H1(K) 3 (p; u), (where H1 is the usual Sobolev spae),and C0 = P; the sympleti form is, as usual
 ((p1; u1); (p; u)) := ZK (p1(x)u(x)� p(x)u1(x)) dnx :It is now an easy matter to hek that one has F = H�1 � L2.ii) Wave equation on unbounded domains of IRn. The Hamiltonian and the sympletiform are the same as in the previous example. The major hange onerns the de�nitionof the spaes P and C0. The natural hoie for P is the spae of states with �nite energy.However, one has to remark that, on the one hand, the sympleti form is de�ned onL2 � L2, but, on the other hand, P is not ontained in L2 � L2. So, the sympletiform turns out to be only densely de�ned on P. One an take for C0 the spae C1 ofin�nitely di�erentiable funtions with ompat support. For more details on a situationof this kind see ref. [9℄.iii) The system of rotators of setion 3. The spae P is given by (3.3), and the sympletiform by (3.5). The spae C0 an be de�ned as A�`2, where A is the set of the sequeneswith �nite support. Notie that in this ase C0 is not dense in P.We ome now to the de�nition of the domains. With referene to the sympleti spae(P; C0;
) onsider �rst the omplexi�ation PC and FC of P and F respetively. Weonsider now a domain G � P, and de�ne its extension GR;d � PC with parameters R > 0and d < 1 as the union of open omplex balls B(�; R(1 � d)) � PC of radius R(1 � d)entered at any point � of G; formallyGR;d := [�2GB(�; R(1� d)) :Finally, we haraterize the general Hamiltonian systems to whih we shall apply ourperturbation sheme. We assume that the Hamiltonian an be given the formH(�) = h!(�) + ĥ(�) + f(�) ; (4:2)where h! will be onsidered as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian, while ĥ and f willbe onsidered as perturbations.



Exponential Stability... 13The most important property that we assume for the unperturbed Hamiltonian h! isthat it gives rise to a periodi ow. This looks as a very strong hypothesis, in onsiderationof the fat that one usually onsiders integrable Hamiltonian with a quasiperiodi ow.However, as shown by Lohak, a quasi periodi Hamiltonian an be approximated by aperiodi one in virtue of Dirihlet's theorem on approximation of irrational numbers; thismakes the periodi ase suÆient for our purposes. The extension to the quasiperiodi asewith a �nite number of frequenies is just a tehnial matter. We also assume some tehnialhypotheses on h!, and in partiular on the ow generated by it.A �rst hypothesis is the following one:(1) the sympleti gradient r
h! exists, and generates a ontinuous ow �t on PC.A seond group of hypotheses onerns the properties of smoothness of the ow �t:(2) (i) the map �t is of lass C1(PC;PC) for every �xed t; moreover, denoting by �0t(�)its di�erential (with t �xed) at �, we assume (ii) that �0t(�)(P \ F)C � (P \ F)C and(iii) that the map � 7! �0t(�) is analyti as a map from PC to its dual spae. Finally,(iv) for every u 2 (P \ F)C, every x 2 PC and all t 2 IR one has
(�0t(�)u;�0t(�)x) = 
(u; x) :(3) the time derivative d�t(�)=dt exists for every � 2 D, where D is a dense subset of PCwhih is invariant for �t;We remark that all these hypotheses are trivially satis�ed in the �nite dimensional ase,due to the smoothness and to the periodiity of the Hamiltonian h!. In the in�nite dimen-sional ase they ould also be dedued from suitable smoothness hypotheses on h! and itssympleti gradient. However, we did not try to isolate the best hypotheses needed for this,sine the properties above are atually enough for our purposes.The fourth hypothesis is nothing but a natural request on the hoie of the domain G:(4) For every d < 1 the omplex domain GR;d is invariant for �t.Finally, we add a last tehnial hypothesis on the norm of �0t:(5) For every t 2 IR we have k�0t(�)kP;P = 1.The latter hypothesis ould be replaed by k�0t(�)kP;P < C for some positive C.We ome now to the perturbation. We assume that both ĥ and f are funtions oflass C1, and that their sympleti gradients are well de�ned and analyti. Furthermore,we assume that ĥ ommutes with h!, namely that fh!; ĥg = 0. In pratie, the relevantproperty is that ĥ is already in normal form with respet to h!; this is the ase, for instane,when h! and ĥ represent two separate subsystems interating through the oupling term f .Aording to the usual perturbation shemes, we �rst give a theorem stating that theHamiltonian an be given a normal form up to an exponentially small remainder, withexpliit quantitative estimates.Theorem 4.1. On the domain G as above, onsider a real Hamiltonian funtion H :G ! IR whih an be deomposed into the sum of three funtions h!; ĥ; f as in (4.2), withĥ and f of lass C1(P), and suh that their sympleti gradient is de�ned for all x 2 G.Assume that the ow �t generated by h! is periodi with period T := 2�=!, namely�t+T = �t ; 8t 2 IR ;



14 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilliand that h! satis�es the hypotheses (1-5) above. Conerning ĥ, assume that fh!; ĥg = 0.Fix a positive parameter R and assume also that r
ĥ and r
f an be extended to omplexanalyti funtions from GR;0 to PC, and that the inequalities1R Sup�2GR;0 r
ĥ(�)P � !0 ; 1R Sup�2GR;0 r
f(�)P � !fhold for some onstants !0 and !f . Let 0 < d � 1=4 be a positive parameter and de�ne thepure number � := 24d e��!0 + !f! � : (4:3)Then the following statement holds true: if � < 1, then there exists an analyti anonialtransformation T : GR;2d ! GR;d ; with T (GR;2d) � GR;3d, suh that H Æ T has the formH(T (�)) = h!(�) + ĥ(�) + Z(�) +R(�) ; (4:4)whereR1) fh!; Zg = 0,R2) 1R Sup�2GR;2d r
R(�)P � 3(e+ 1)�!f exp�� 1��,R3) For any analyti g : GR;0 ! S, with S a generi Banah spae, we haveSup�2GR;2d kg(�)� g(T (�))kS � 2�(e+ 1)d !f! Sup�2GR;d kg(�)kS :We use now the normal form theorem 4.1 in order to bound the variation of h! up toexponentially large times. This is given by the followingCorollary 4.2. Under the same hypotheses of theorem 4.1, and with the additionalassumption that h! an be extended to a omplex analyti funtion on GR;d, the followingholds true: along the solutions of the Cauhy problem of system (4.2), one hasjh!(t)� h!(0)j � 6�(e+ 1)d !f! Sup�2GR;d jh!(�)j ; (4:5)for all jtj � min(T0; T�), where T0 is the esape time of the solution from the domain GR;2d,and T� = 2�3 � 1!� exp� 1�� :A stronger form of theorem 4.1 an be given in ase some further hypotheses on ĥand f are assumed. In this ase, an improved and qualitatively di�erent formulation oforollary 4.2 an be obtained. Apart from aesthetial onsiderations, this is relevant beause



Exponential Stability... 15we an remove the analytiity hypothesis on h!, just requiring analytiity for the sympletigradient r
h! . This improvement, whih ould seem minor, allows in fat to deal with theinteresting ase of states of in�nite energy in the model of rotators.Theorem 4.3. Consider the Hamiltonian system (4.2) satisfying all the hypotheses oftheorem 4.1. Assume also that both ĥ and f an be extended to analyti funtions on thedomain GR;0, and that there exist onstants E0 and E suh that the inequalitiesSup�2GR;0 ���ĥ(�)��� � E0 ; Sup�2GR;0 jf(�)j � E ;hold. De�ne the onstantE� := max�E; 112 !f!f + !0E + e�E0d !f! � :Then, denoting by T and R respetively the anonial transformation and the remainder asin theorem 4.1, one has the following estimatesR4) Sup�2GR;2d jh!(�)� h!(T (�))j � 2E�,R5) Sup�2GR;2d jR(�)j � 4eE� exp�� 1��.The orresponding form of orollary 4.2 isCorollary 4.4. Under the hypotheses of theorem 4.3, and with the additional assumptionthat 0 < d � 1=6, and that that r
h! an be extended to a omplex analyti funtion onGR;3d. Then along the solutions of the Cauhy problem of system (4.2), one hasjĥ(t) + f(t)� ĥ(0)� f(0)j � 6E� ; (4:6)for all jtj � min(T0; T�), where T0 is the esape time of the solution from the domain GR;3d,and T� = d2e " 1R Sup�2GR;3d r
h!(�)#�1 exp� 1�� :We omit the detailed proof, giving just the essential point. First, one onsiders initialdata belonging to the domain of h!, whih is dense in P; this allows to prove jh!(t)�h!(0)j �6E� over the same time interval, for these initial data. Then, using onservation of energyone proves (4.6) for the same set of initial data. Finally, using the density of the domain ofh! and the ontinuity of ĥ+ f on P, one onludes the proof.



16 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilli5. Abstrat TehnialitiesThe sheme of the proof of theorem 4.1 is essentially the same used, in a �nite dimen-sional ontext, in ref. [16℄ (see also [9℄). In fat, the sheme used there is based on a reursivealgorithm, equivalent to the Lie transform, to perform anonial transformations and to givethe Hamiltonian a suitable normal form. The algorithm an be eÆiently used for quanti-tative estimates. One has to introdue norms for funtions whih dominate the sup norm,give estimates, in terms of the norms above, for Poisson brakets, and for the solutions ofthe homologial equation (5.12). The extension to the ase of an in�nite system requires alever hoie of the phase spae, and so also of the norms, and a areful implementation ofthe averaging method in order to give the estimate for the solution of the homologial equa-tion. With these elements, the proof of theorem 4.1 an be ahieved by a straightforwardappliation of the sheme of ref. [16℄. In view of these remarks, we report here only theoriginal elements of the proof, namely the hoie of the norms, the estimate of the Poissonbraket and the estimate of the solution of the homologial equation. Conerning insteadthe proof of theorem 4.3, some additional estimates are neessary, whih are reported belowin expliit form.We begin by briey outlining, at a purely formal level, the proedure used in orderto put in normal form the Hamiltonian (see ref. [20℄ for more details). We �rst reall themethod we use in order to perform a anonial transformation.We onsider a sequene f�sgs�1 of funtions on the phase spae P, that will be alleda \generating sequene", and de�ne a orresponding linear operator T� ating on funtionsby T�g :=Xr�0 gr ; (5:1)where g0 := g; gr := rXl=1 lr f�l; gr�lg ; r � 1 : (5:2)Letting this operator at on the idential funtion on the phase spae, we obtain a transfor-mation synthetially written as � = T�� 0 := (T� 1l)(� 0) :This transformation turns out to be anonial, and moreover the following relevant identityholds (see [20℄): (T�f)(� 0) = f(T�� 0) :We look now for a �nite generating sequene � = f�sgrs=1 suh that the transformedHamiltonian T�H is in normal form up to a small remainder R(r), of order r in some smallparameter to be determined; preisely, we ask the transformed Hamiltonian to be of theform H(T��) = (T�H)(�) = h!(�) + ĥ(�) + Z(�) +R(r)(�) ; (5:3)where Z is in normal form with respet to h!, i.e., we have fh! ; Zg � 0.



Exponential Stability... 17In order to �nd the equations for �, we denote T�h! = Ps�0 hs, T�ĥ = Ps�0 ĥs,T�f = Ps�0 fs, Z = Prs=1 Zs with Zs of order s, and onsider hs; ĥs, and fs of orders; s+ 1 and s+ 1 respetively. So, equating terms of the same order in (5.3), we obtain for�s and Zs the following equations:fh!; �sg+ Zs = 	s ; 1 � s � r ; (5:4)with 	1 = f	s = ĥs�1 + s�1Xl=1 ls f�l; hs�lg+ fs�1 ; 2 � s � r ; (5:5)these equations an be reursively solved, thus giving the generating sequene �.Before oming to quantitative estimates we give a proposition on Poisson brakets.Proposition 5.1. Let f 2 C1(P) and g 2 C1(P) be suh that their sympleti gradientsr
f , r
g exist and belong to C1(P;P). Then r
 ff; gg exists, belongs to C1(P;P), andsatis�es r
 ff; gg = [r
f;r
g℄ : (5:6)Proof. First, we prove that if f 2 C1(P), is suh that its sympleti gradient is de�ned forall x 2 P, then one has r
f 2 C1(P;F). To this end, onsider the map F 3 x 7! x 
 2P�; due to our de�nition of the norm of F , it is an isometry, and moreover, by axiom �) it isinvertible on its range. So, its inverse map is a linear ontinuous map. The di�erentiabilityof r
f as a map from P to F is an immediate onsequene of this fat. So, one hasd($Xf g) = $Xf (dg) ; (5:7)where we denoted by $Xf the operator of Lie derivative with respet to the vetor �eldXf � r
f ; the form above oinides with$Xf (Xg 
) = $XfXg 
+Xg $Xf
(for this kind of alulations see [21℄). Notie that this expression is meaningful sine Xf 2C1(P;P)\C1(P;F). Now we show that, if �1 2 P \F , and �2 2 P, then $Xf
(�1; �2) = 0.Notie �rst that, using the de�nition of derivative, one hash(X 
)0(x)�; �i = h
;X 0(x)�; �i ;8X 2 C1(P;P) \ C1(P;F); � 2 P; and � 2 P \ F or � 2 P \ F ; and � 2 P; here we alsodenoted by h
; �; �i the value of the form 
 on the vetors � and �, and by a prime thederivative of the map. So, we have (see [21℄)
($Xf
)(x); �1; �2� = h
;X 0f(x)�1; �2i+ h
; �1; X 0f(x)�2i= h
;X 0f(x)�1; �2i � h
;X 0f(x)�2; �1i= h(Xf 
)0(x)�1; �2i � h(Xf 
)0(x)�2; �1i= hd(Xf 
)(x); �1; �2i = hddf(x); �1; �2i = 0 :



18 D. Bambusi, A. GiorgilliSo, sine for all x 2 P one has Xg(x) 2 P \ F , it follows that,d ff; gg = [Xf ; Xg℄ 
 :From this one immediately gets (5.6). The smoothness statement on r
 ff; gg is an easyonsequene of this formula.Now we introdue the norms needed in order to omplete the sheme above with quan-titative estimates. Given an analyti funtion g : GR;d ! S (S being a Banah spae, andGR;d the domain de�ned in set. 4), we de�ne its norm Nd (g) byNd (g) := Sup�2GR;d kg(�)kS : (5:8)If S = C, it is useful to de�ne also the normNrd (g) := 1R Sup�2GR;d r
g(�)P ; (5:9)whih measures the size of the Hamiltonian vetor �eld generated by g. The Poisson braketbetween two funtions is estimated by the followingLemma 5.2. Let g : GR;0 ! S be an analyti funtion on GR;d, and let g1 : GR;0 ! Cbe an other analyti funtion suh that r
g1 exists is analyti as a funtion from GR;d toP, and satis�es Nrd (g1) <1; then fg; g1g is analyti on GR;d and the following inequalityholds Nd (fg; g1g) � 1dN0 (g)Nrd (g1) : (5:10)Moreover, if g is suh that r
g exists, is analyti from GR;d to P, and satis�es Nrd (g) <1,then r
 fg; g1g exists, 8d0 > 0 it is analyti as a funtion from GR;d+d0 to P, and satis�esNrd+d0 (fg; g1g) � 2d0Nrd (g)Nrd (g1) : (5:11)Proof. Using the de�nition (4.1) of Poisson brakets, we immediately havekfg; g1g (�)kS � kg0(�)kr
g1(�)P ;but, from Cauhy's inequality (see e.g. [22℄) we also haveSup�2GR;d kg0(�)k � 1Rd Sup�2GR;0 kg(�)k ;and (5.10) immediately follows. In order to obtain (5.11) notie that, by (5.6) we haver
 fg; g1g (x) = [Xg; Xg1℄(x) = X 0g(x)Xg1(x)�X 0g1(x)Xg(x)= �r
g; g1	 (x) + �g;r
g1	 (x) ;



Exponential Stability... 19so that the l.h.s. of (5.11) is less thanNd+d0 ��r
g; g1	�+Nd+d0 ��g;r
g1	�� 1Rd0Nd �r
g�Nrd+d0 (g1) + 1Rd0Nrd+d0 (g)Nd �r
g1� ;from this (5.11) immediately follows. All the analytiity properties are straightforward.We ome now to the estimate of the solution of the homologial equation. Let us bringinto evidene a tehnial element of this estimate. The idea is to perform an average overa periodi orbit of the unperturbed system as in [23, 24℄. The relevant fat is that suh anaverage an be performed in an intrinsi manner, without any referene to a oordinate sys-tem. This is partiularly useful when studying the neighbourhood of an ellipti equilibrium,for instane as in the FPU model, where the unperturbed ation{angle variables introduean annoying singularity.Lemma 5.3. Let 	 : GR;d ! C be a C1 funtion suh that its sympleti gradient existsand is analyti over GR;d. Then, the homologial equationfh!; �g (�) + Z(�) = 	(�) (5:12)has a solution given by Z(�) := 1T Z T0 	(�t(�))dt ;�(�) := 1T Z T0 t[	(�t(�))� Z(�t(�))℄dt ; (5:13)where T is the period of � in time. The sympleti gradients of � and Z exist and satisfyNrd (Z) � Nrd (	) ;Nrd (�) � TNrd (	) : (5:14)Proof. Denote g(�) := 	(�)� Z(�), with Z given by (5.13). Referring to the domain D ofdi�erentiability of � with respet to time, take � 2 D then we havefh!; �g (�) = ddt ����t=0 � (�t(�)) = ddt ����t=0 1T Z T0 g (�t+s(�)) sds= 1T Z T0 s ddsg (�t+s(�)) ds����t=0= 1T g (�s(�)) s��T0 � 1T Z T0 g (�s(�)) ds = g(�) ;therefore (5.13) solves (5.12) on D. But it is easy to hek that, for any g 2 C1(P;C) whihadmits a sympleti gradient, we haver
(g Æ �t)(�) = [�0t(�)℄�1 �r
g� (�t(�))



20 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilli(just use the smoothness hypothesis (2) of set. 4), so thatr
�(�) = 1T Z T0 [�0t(�)℄�1 �r
g� (�t(�)) tdt ;whih is ontinuous in the argument �. It follows that fh!; �g is ontinuous on GR;d. Sinethe two sides of (5.12) are ontinuous and oinide on the dense set D, they oinide every-where. To obtain the estimate (5.14), remark thatr
Z(�) � 1T Z T0 [�0t(�)℄�1 �r
	� (�t(�)) dt � SupGR;d r
	(�) ;r
�(�) � 1T Z T0 t [�0t(�)℄�1 �r
g� (�t(�)) dt ;from whih the onlusions immediately follow.We give now theSheme of the proof of theorem 4.1. With the hoie above of the norms, and alsousing the two lemmas above, one an repeat almost literally the arguments of ref. [16℄,set. 6, 7 and 8 (see also [9℄). In partiular, one gets an expliit estimate for the generatingsequene (see theorem 6.1 of the above referene) in the formNrd (�l) � �l�1l � ;with onstants � and � given by� = 2�!f! ; � = 12�(r � 1)d � !f + !0! ;here, r is the order up to whih normalization of the Hamiltonian is arried on. This givesthe omplete proof of theorem 4.1.We ome now to the proof of theorem 4.3. We need two more tehnial estimates.The �rst one is a straightforward generalization of a preliminary result already proved, ina slightly di�erent ontext, in ref. [16℄. We give here the statement, whih an be easilyproved along the lines of the proof of lemma 10.3 of the paper above.Lemma 5.4. Let f�lgl�1 be a generating sequene withNrd (�l) � �l�1l � ;and let g be any analyti funtion; then for the s-th term (s � 1) of the sequene T�g (fr.(5.1)) one has Nd (gs) � ��e�d + ��s�1 N0 (g)d : (5:15)



Exponential Stability... 21The seond tehnial estimate is given here with a detailed proof.Lemma 5.5. De�ne E� as in the statement of theorem 4.3. Then we haveN2d (	s) � E� �r�e �s�1 ; (5:16)where � is de�ned by (4.3), and r is the order up to whih normalization of the Hamiltonianhas been performed.Proof. We start from the de�nition (5.5) of 	s whih, following ref. [16℄ (see p. 593) anbe given the form	1 = f	s = s�1Xl=1 ls f�l; Zs�lg+ s� 1s f�s�1; ĥg+ 1sfs�1 + 1s ĥs�1 : (5:17)Then, we look for a sequene �s, suh that,Nds (	s) � E�s ; s � 1 ;where ds := d+ (s� 1)d=(r � 1). We shall also use the following notation�1 := e�d + � :So, using eqs. (5.10) and (5.15) we obtain for this sequene, the inequalityE�s � s�1Xl=1 l(r � 1)sd E��s�l�l�1 + s� 1sd ��s�2E0 + 1s��s�21 Ed + 1s��s�21 E0d< �d "s�1Xl=1(r � 1)E�l�1�s�l + �s�21 (E +E0)# :Thus, we an de�ne the sequene �s by:�1 = 1 ;E�s = �d "s�1Xl=1(r � 1)E�l�1�s�l + �s�21 (E +E0)# ; s � 2 : (5:18)The r.h.s. of the last equation an be rewritten, isolating in the sum the term with l = 1, as�d "s�1Xl=2(r � 1)E�l�1�s�l + (r � 1)E�s�1 + �s�21 (E + E0)#= �d "� s�2Xl=1(r � 1)E�l�1�s�1�l + �1�s�1�21 (E +E0) + (r � 1)E�s�1#� �1E�s�1 + �d (r � 1)E�s�1 � r�e E�s�1 ;



22 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilliwhih holds for s � 3. Here we used the obvious inequalitye�d + � + r e�d � r�ewhih follows from the de�nition above of �, �1, � and �. So, we an de�ne a majorant ~�sfor the sequene �s, by putting~�1 = 1 ; E~�2 = �d (rE + E0) ; ~�s = r�e ~�s�1 ; s � 3 :Then, it is easy to hek that this sequene is bounded by the r.h.s. of (5.16).Sheme of the Proof of Theorem 4.3. By following the lines of the proof of lemma 11.3in ref. [16℄ one immediately gets the estimateN2d (hs) � E �r�e �s�1 :Using this estimate the proof of theorem 4.3 an be easily ompleted.
6. Proof of the theorem on the FPU{type model.The proof of theorem 2.1 depends on the following steps. The �rst step is the de�nitionof the phase spae. The seond step is the hoie of the domain G in whih perturbationtheory will be developed; the form of the domain is stritly related to the form of theHamiltonian, namely, the energy of the system: in fat the domain will be suh that, byonservation of energy, the solution of the equations of motion turns out to be trapped in it.The third step is the approximation of h+ with a funtion h! giving rise to periodi orbits,and the expliit omputation of the onstants !0, !f , �. The fourth and �nal step is theappliation of orollary 4.2.Conerning the phase spae, our goal is to haraterize P as the spae of states with�nite energy and orresponding to on�gurations with �xed ends. To this end, we start byde�ning P := `2 ��20 3 (y; x) ;where in the ase of �nite n, `2 and �20 oinide with IRn, while in the ase of in�nite n, `2is the spae of square summable sequenes, and �20 is the losure of sequenes with x0 = 0and �nite support ontained in N+ in the normkxk2�20 :=Xj�1 jxj � xj�1j2 :



Exponential Stability... 23To omplete the de�nition of P we need to introdue a norm. The natural hoie would beto de�ne the norm of a point � 2 P as the square root ofE(�) := nXj=1 jyj j22mj + n+1Xj=1 12k � jxj � xj�1j2 : (6:1)However, it is a better proedure to make use of the linear transformation (2.4) to normalmodes, with new variables p; q. By the way, in the ase of an in�nite system this transfor-mation takes the formxj =X� 2� Z �0 s 2kj2k �mj!�� 2j j os�j sin(j�)[m21 +m22 + 2m1m2 os(2�)℄1=4 q�� d� :In terms of these variables we de�ne the norm of a point � ask�k2P = n=2Xl=1 12 �jp�l j2 + !�2l jq�l j2�+ n=2Xl=1 12 �jp+l j2 + !2jq+l j2� ; (6:2)where ! is given by (2.6). We remark that this norm is equivalent to the norm (6.1) givenby the harmoni energy, with equivalene onstants independent of the number n of degreesof freedom; in fat in terms of the variables p; q the harmoni energy is nothing butE(�) = n=2X�l=1 12 �jp�l j2 + (!�l )2jq�l j2� ;and the relation with the norm (6.2) is given by�2 m1 +m22m2 +m1��1 E(�) � k�k2 � �1 + m1m2� E(�) : (6:3)In partiular, taking into aount (2.8) and the hypothesis � < 1, one has(1 + 2�14)�1E(�) � k�k2 � (1 + 2�15)E(�) : (6:4)Conerning C0, we simply put C0 = P, so that we also have F = P.The de�nition of the domain is almost trivial: the domain G is the origin, namelyG = f0g; the omplex extended domain turns out to beGR;0 := B(0; R) ;namely the ball (in PC) entered in 0 and having radius R. We also hoose d = 1=4.Choosing R small enough will ensure that all the orbits with initial harmoni energysuÆiently small, do not esape from GR;2d = B(0; R=2) for all times.



24 D. Bambusi, A. GiorgilliIn order to apply the theory of set. 4 we split the Hamiltonian (2.1) ash!(�) := n=2Xl=1 12 �p+2l + !2q+2l � ;ĥ(�) := n=2Xl=1 12 �p�2l + !�2l q�2l �f(�) := f1(�) + f2(�) ;where f1(�) = n=2Xl=1 12(Æ!l)2q+2l ; f2(�) := n+1Xj=1 '(xj � xj�1) ; (Æ!l)2 := !+2l � !2 :Here we used the variables (y; x) or (p; q) aording to onveniene. Due to our hoie of thenorm, it is lear that assumption (5) of theorem 4.1 holds (the di�erential of the unperturbedow has norm equal to 1).The estimate of the onstants !f and � relies on a quite elementary estimate of thesympleti gradient of f2. This estimate is the key step in order to prove theorem 2.1, andis reported below in the proof of the followingLemma 6.1. Using the above notation, we haveNr0 (f1) +Nr0 (f2) � !f ; Nr0 �ĥ� � !�max ;with !f := (1 + 2�11) 2�kpm1 + k=m2! ;where � is as in theorem 2.1; moreover one has� < 192�e �(1 + 2�11) �Rk3=2 + !�max! � : (6:5)Proof. We begin by evaluating the norm of the sympleti gradient of f2. Notie that theyj omponent of r
f2(�) is��f2(x)�xj = '0(xj+1 � xj)� '0(xj � xj�1) ;while its xj omponents vanish; therefore, using the de�nition of norm (6.2), and the equiv-alene relation (6.4), we haver
f2(�)2 � (1+2�15)E �r
f2(�)� = (1+2�15) n+1Xj=1 12mj j'0(xj�xj�1)�'0(xj+1�xj)j2 :



Exponential Stability... 25Using j'0(x)j � �jxj2, we haver
f2(�)2 � (1 + 2�15)4�2 nXj=1 jxj � xj�1j42mj � (1 + 2�15) 4�2k2m1 24k2 n+1Xj=1 jxj � xj�1j2352� (1 + 2�11) 4�2k2m1 k�k4P � (1 + 2�11) 4�2k2m1R4 :Conerning f1, we haver
f1(�)2 = 12 n=2Xl=1 jÆ!2l q+l j2 � maxl Æ!4l!2 k�k2 � (k=m2)2!2 R2;from whih the value of !f is easily dedued. The estimate of !0 and the alulation of � isthen trivial: just notie that, by (2.9), and by � < 1, we have !�max=(2!) � 1=(48e).With the settings and the lemma above, we an apply the orollary 4.2, and onludethat jh!(t)� h!(0)j is bounded up to the exponential time T�, provided the orbit does notesape from the domain GR;2d. We show that R an be determined in suh a way thatthe esape time is atually in�nite, thanks to energy onservation. Indeed, remark thatthe ondition � 2 B(0; R) an be expressed in terms of harmoni energy, beause of theequivalene of the norm k�k and the harmoni energy E(�) stated above. By onservationof energy, on the one hand one hasjE(t)j � jE(0)j+ jf2(0)j+ jf2(t)j ; (6:6)on the other hand, for 0 � � � t one also has jf2(x(�))j � (�R3)=(3k3=2), so that, byeq. (6.4), we getk�(t)k � (1 + 2�15)E(t) � (1 + 2�15)E0 + (1 + 2�15)2�R33k3=2 :If the r.h.s. of this expression is less than R2=4, then we ertainly have �(t) 2 GR;1=2. So,we obtain the inequality(1 + 2�15)2�R33k3=2 � R24 + (1 + 2�15)E0 � 0 ; (6:7)whih has solutions only if E0 � 327 k3�2 11 + 2�15 ; (6:8)this is satis�ed in view of (2.8). We satisfy also inequality (6.7) by takingR = �83E0(1 + 2�15)�1=2 :Inserting this value in (6.5), and using it to estimate the r.h.s. of (4.5), one onludes theproof of the theorem.



26 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilli7. Proof of the Analyti Theorem on Weakly Coupled Rotators.First remark that our hoie of (P; C0;
) (see setions 3 and 4) satis�es axioms �) and�) on the phase spae: the proof is straightforward.Now we prove theorem 3.2, therefore we �x our attention on Hamiltonian (3.7). Our aimis to hoose a domain, to give the Hamiltonian a form suited for appliation of orollary 4.4,and to ompute the orresponding onstants. After appliation of the orollary, we shallestimate the esape time from the domain.We start with the de�nition of the domain. DenoteG = �p�=2 ; (7:1)where � is de�ned by (3.8), we put~G := �(J; �) 2 P : hR(�) � G2	 ; G = [t2[0;T ℄�t( ~G) ;with hR de�ned by (3.2); notie that, if G2 � 2�, this is an unbounded domain, beause nobound is imposed on the norm of the angles (see set. 3). The domain G is extended in theomplex, as explained in set. 4, via another positive parameter R, whih will be �xed later(f. (7.2)).Now we split the perturbation in a part whih is already in normal form with respetto the unperturbed system, and the remaining part whih will be the atual perturbation.Preisely, we de�ne h!(J; �) :=Xl2Z !lJl ;ĥ(J; �) :=Xl2Z J2l2I + �Xl62S� [1� os(�l � �l�1)℄ ;f(�) := �Xl2S� [1� os(�l � �l�1)℄ ;where S� is again the set S� := fi 2 Z : !i 6= !i�1g :Aording to our abstrat sheme, h! is the unperturbed system, and ĥ ommutes with it,while f plays the role of perturbation. This form of the splitting, in partiular for the �dependent terms, is ruial in order to get a good estimate of the deformation indued bythe anonial transformation. In turn, this will play a fundamental role in ontrolling theesape time.We ome now to the omputation of the onstants. For larity, we give the result bystating a few lemmas.Lemma 7.1. We an hoose !f = n�p2eRp2=��RpI :



Exponential Stability... 27Proof. The Jl omponent of r
f is given by�Xi2S� sin (�i � �i�1) �Æil � Æi�1l � ;where Æil is the Kroneker symbol; so we haver
f(�)2 =Xl2Z �22I "Xi2S� sin(�i � �i�1) �Æil � Æi�1l �#2� �22I e2Rp2=�Xl2Z "Xi2S� ��Æil � Æi�1l ��#2 � �22I e2Rp2=�Xl2Z n� Xi2S� �Æil � Æi�1l �2� �22I e2Rp2=�2n�Xl2Z Xi2S�(Æil )2 + (Æi�1l )2 ;where we used Shwartz's inequality. From the above estimate the thesis easily follows.The �rst use of this lemma is in determining the parameter R ontrolling the size of theomplex extension of the domain G. Sine !f is proportional to exp(Rp2=�), it is naturalto hoose R proportional to p�. For simpliity, we takeR =r �2 ; (7:2)so that we get !f = 2n�er �I :We ome now to the alulation of !0. First of all, remark that, sine ĥ ommutes withh!, one has ĥ(�t(�)) = ĥ(�); from this one easily deduesSup�2GR;d r
ĥ(�) = Sup�2 ~GR;d r
ĥ(�) :We state now two simple lemmas.Lemma 7.2. We have Supk�k�R �Xl2Z j1� os(�l � �l�1)j � � : (7:3)Proof. Using the Taylor expansion of the osine, we have�Xl2Z j1� os(�l � �l�1)j � �Xj�1 1(2j)!Xl2Z j�l � �l�1j2j� �Xj�1 1(2j)! �2��j "Xl2Z �2 j�l � �l�1j2#j � �Xj�1 1(2j)!  p2Rp� !2j ;



28 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilliwhih, due to (7.2) is less than the r.h.s. of (7.3).We remark that, as a byprodut of the proof of this lemma one also onludes thatHamiltonian (3.2) is analyti.Lemma 7.3. We haveSup�2GR;0 �Xl2Z j1� os(�l � �l�1)j � � ��22 + 2� + 1� :Proof. Denote for simpliity  k := �k��k�1 with � 2 G and �k := �1k��1k�1, with �1 2 P,�1 � R. Then ompute �Xl2Z j1� os( l + �l)j = �Xl2Z j1� os l os�l + sin l sin�lj� �Xl2Z j1� os l(os�l � 1 + 1)j+ �Xl2Z j sin l sin�lj� �Xl2Z j1� os lj+ �Xl2Z j os lj j1� os�lj+ �"Xl2Z j sin lj2#1=2 "Xl2Z j sin�lj2#1=2� G2 + �+ �"Xl2Z j1� os2  lj#1=2 "Xl2Z j1� os2 �lj#1=2� G2 + �+ "1 + Ch Rr2�!#1=2p2�G ;from this, using (7.1), the thesis follows.We are now able to alulate !0:Lemma 7.4. We an take !0 := p64�r �I : (7:4)Proof. Denote again  l := �l � �l�1, now with � 2 GR;0. We haver
ĥ(�)2 �Xl2Z �22I 4j sin2  lj+Xl2Z �(pl � pl�1)22I2 + 2� Supl � jplj2I2 �� 2�2I Xl2Z j(1� os l)(1 + os l)j+ 8�I Xl2Z jplj22I ;but the �rst term of this sum is less than2�I Supl fj1 + os ljg �Xl2Z j1� os lj� 2�I "1 + Ch Rr2�!#����22 + 2� + 1�� < 2�I (1 + e)72 ��2 ;



Exponential Stability... 29where we used � > 1. From this, using eq. (7.2), the thesis easily follows.The last lemma gives the values of E, E0, and E�.Lemma 7.5. We an takeE = 8n�� ; E0 = 4��2 ; E� = �8n� + n��6 � � :Proof. Using the result of lemma 7.3 one immediately gets the value of E and E0. Thevalue of E� is obtained by using the trivial inequality26e2�r �I�2 < 16� < 16 ;whih follows from the de�nition (3.9) of �.We give now theProof of theorem 3.2. Reall the de�nition (7.2) of R and (7.1) of �. The de�nition (3.9)of � together with the hypothesis � < 1 of the theorem ensure that the onstants !f , !0 asgiven above and the onstant � in the statement of the theorem satisfy the hypotheses oforollary 4.4. The straightforward appliation of the orollary gives the estimatejh!(t)� h!(0)j � 6��8n� + n��6 � (7:5)for jtj � min(T0; T�). We show now that the hoie (3.8) for the parameter � implies T0 > T�.By the de�nition of � one has hR(�(0)) � G2=2; but, by the onservation of energy, we havehR(�(t)) � hR(�(0)) + jh!(t)� h!(0)j ;and so also hR(�(t)) � G22 + jh!(t)� h!(0)j :Using (7.5), the r.h.s. of this relation an be bounded byG22 + 6��8n� + n��6 � ;if this is less than G2, then we surely have �(t) 2 ~G � G. So, using (7.2) and (7.1) we obtainthat this is true, provided that � satisfy the inequality12�2 � 12�8n� + n��6 � ;whih therefore ensures T0 > T�: we replae it by the stronger ondition� � 12n� : (7:6)The hoie (3.8) for � satis�es the latter ondition. This onludes the proof of the theorem.



30 D. Bambusi, A. Giorgilli8. Proof of the Geometri Theorem on Weakly Coupled Rotators.First, we denote by (!1; :::; !n) := ( �J1I ; :::; �JnI )the frequenies orresponding to the vetor �J . Then, we use the Dirihlet theorem in order toapproximate this set of frequenies with a ompletely resonant vetor: let ~� be the maximumamong !1; :::; !n, and let Q � 1 be an arbitrary real number; aording to Dirihlet theoremthere exist k1; :::; kn 2 N and q 2 N with q � Q, suh that����!j � ~�kjq ���� � ~�qQ1=(n�1) :So, in terms of points of the phase spae, we an say that orresponding to the point �Jthere exists a resonant point (J (r); 0) 2 P suh that i) the orresponding unperturbed orbitis periodi, with frequeny � := ~�q ; (8:1)and ii) it is near ( �J; 0): (J (r); 0)� ( �J; 0)P � pnI�2 1Q1=(n�1) :So, if we denote by �1 the di�erene between the initial datum (J0; �0) and ( �J; 0), by thetriangle inequality we haveqhR �(J0; �0)� (J (r); 0)� �qhR(�1) +pnI�2 1Q1=(n�1) :It follows that we an apply theorem 3.2 with � given by (8.1), n� = 2n and � given by� := max(2rhR(�1)� + 2pnrI�2� 1Q1=(n�1) ; 24n) :Here, we still have the free parameter Q; to �x it we shall use the expliit expression (3.9)of � as a funtion of � and �, and optimize the hoie of Q in order to make � as small aspossible. Thus, we alulate� < 2533 � pnQ1=(n�1) + (26n+ �0)r �I�2 �� 2533pn � 1Q1=(n�1) + � �0pn + 26pn� ~�Q� ; (8:2)where ~� :=r �I~�2 ; �0 := 2rhR(�1)� :



Exponential Stability... 31Minimizing with respet to Q, we get� < 2533pn �� �0pn + 26pn� ~��1=n ;Q = �(n� 1)� �0pn + 26pn� ~���(n�1)=n :Furthermore, using (3.6), we an estimate � by� < 25pn~�(1�n)=nWe also have kÆ!k �s4~�2 + Xj2S�(2!j)2 < 4~�pn� :Replaing the expressions above for �, � and kÆ!k in the statement of theorem 3.2, theresult of theorem 3.1 easily follows.
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